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Obiectives:
. To promote wrrting skills and effective articulation of the English language amongst students.

. To provide a platform to the students to exhibit therr talent and writing skills.

. To nurture and supplement the students' creativity and vocabulary.

. To enhance students' skill of expressing their thoughts.

. To instrll creativity and sense of independence among the students.

DESCRIPTION:-

,.t{Rmno IS TTTE P^*INTIN@ O{ TTTE VnICE.. - VotrnBs
Somebody has well sard that writing is an exploration in whrch an indrvidual starts from nothing but

learn new thrngs as they go. Wrrting plays a vital role rn the growth and development of children.

^^3,,/a: \,'e ieas ^ ihe f:rrn of ',^,'rt ng not only shows their creativitv but also-= - :
tells about proneering ideas floatrng rn their oreamy world. Thus in order to provide the students a

platform to showcase their imagination rn the written form, an activity on creative writing was

conducted. They were informed about the activity well in advance, Workshop on calligraphy and

creative writing skills was also conducted before the activity. They tried to implement what they had

learnt from workshop rn the activity. The young aspirant minds were asked to put their thoughts into

words on the topic "A Meeting with Genie" which was given on the spot. They were inspired to write

their instinctive thoughts in ten to fifteen lines. Students came up with many witty and creative

ideas and presented tough competition for each other. Five students from each section were

selected on the basis of creativity, consti-uctivism and competence. Best five students among all

were selected and awarded. All the students were appreciated for their commendable efforts. They

learnt how to pen down their thoughts in a creative way. Students were told that writing provides a

vehicle for expression and communication which not only boosts their writing skills but also

increases their comfort level to reveal and relate their own thoughts and feelings. This activity

helped in enhancing their thinking and writing skills.
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